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Abstract

There are many competing and complementary theories of intelligence. Some reviewed below are unitary, and some are multiple. Some older models argue that intelligence is strictly inherited, and there exist no means of increasing intelligence. While none of the modern theories of intelligence reviewed here explicitly argue that intelligence is strictly inherited, the author explicitly argues here that intelligence is dynamic, and can improve through education. The author cites 21 sources as evidence.
Intelligence Is Dynamic and Can Be Taught

Nearly two centuries ago, Benjamin Franklin opined, “intelligence without education is like silver in the mine” (1839, p. 22). Nearly a century later, L. L. Thurstone (1921, p. 207) asked two rhetorical questions at the conclusion of his contribution to a symposium on Intelligence: “What are the mental processes that distinguish special ability? Can these be taught to others?” Thurstone would go on to be a leader in the field of intelligence and psychometrics, and these two questions he asked in 1921 remain pertinent today.

There are many competing and complementary theories of intelligence. Some are unitary, and others are multiple. Some older models even argue that intelligence is strictly inherited, and there exist no means of increasing intelligence. While none of the below modern theories of intelligence explicitly argue that intelligence is strictly inherited, the author explicitly argues here that intelligence is dynamic, and can improve through education.

Innate Intelligence

Within the chiropractic profession remains an age old debate as to the validity of the concept of innate intelligence (Morgan, 1998). The founder of chiropractics, D. D. Palmer, based his healing methods largely on what he described as the innate intelligence of life (Keating, 2005). From the same epoch, Francis Galton, argued that intelligence depended entirely on chromosomal inheritance (Newson & Williamson, 1999). The genetics profession, similarly, continues to question to what extent intelligence is predetermined by heredity. Chorney et al. (1998) claim to have located a gene marker, or quantitative trait locus, for intelligence. Innate or intrinsic intelligence, however, is an incomplete explanation of human cognitive ability.
Fluid and Crystallized Intelligence

Horn (1988, p. 660) described fluid intelligence as abilities that reveal skills of perceiving relationships between or among stimulus patterns, and inferring implications from relationships. Crystallized Intelligence, on the other hand, Horn (1988, p. 658) described as the systematic use of acculturation to gain knowledge and sophistication from the culture. While Horn believed that crystallized intelligence was learned, and, therefore affected by education, Horn theorized that fluid intelligence was biologically determined.

Stelzl et al. (1995) later proved that both fluid and crystallized intelligence increased with education. This finding conflicted with Horn’s original assumption that fluid intelligence was a natural biological neural development of the maturation process. Both fluid and crystallized intelligence, therefore, can be taught and learned according to Stelzl et al. This view of learned intelligence is more consistent with the majority of modern theories of intelligence, some of which are described below.

Triarchic Intelligence and Giftedness

Sternberg’s (1983) triarchic model describes componential, experiential, and contextual dimensions to intelligence. Sternberg’s model of giftedness extended these original three components of intelligence into three new categories: analytic giftedness, creative giftedness, and practical giftedness. We will examine the latter set here.
Analytical

Einstein once reflected that, “it’s not that I’m so smart, it’s just that I stay with problems longer” (Smolin, 2006, 309). Vitha et al. (2009) recommend an honors foundational course, Paths to Knowledge, as a means of enhancing analytical skills of college students. Paths to Knowledge teaches analysis through a liberal arts education based on literature and philosophy. Vitha et al. found that undergraduate students increase their analytical intelligence through the education afforded in the Paths to Knowledge coursework.

Creative

Caridad Garcia-Cepero (2008) has adapted the Enrichment Triad Model (ETM) of Dr Joseph Renzulli to increase creative intelligence in college students. Renzulli (1999) developed a program for gifted and talented education that is widely used in the United States at the elementary and secondary levels today. Renzulli found in repeated research projects of his own and others that the enrichment model increased creative intelligence across settings and populations as diverse as (a) gifted students in vocational programs, (b) underachieving students in remedial programs, and (c) students with learning disabilities in special education programs.

Practical

“How could youths better learn to live than by at once trying the experiment of living?” (Thoreau, 1893, p. 82). While studying what made a successful graduate student, Lovitts (2008) found that those students who completed doctoral theses with distinction were independent, practical, good problem-solvers, and creative (p. 319). Lovitts’ research showed that doctoral students with high practical intelligence outperformed doctoral students with high analytical
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intelligence (p. 320). Graduate students with high practical intelligence even outperformed students with abundant prior relevant knowledge. Lovitts also found that graduate students improved their practical intelligence by making good use of advice from mentors such as faculty advisors (321). Practical knowledge, according to Lovitts, therefore, can increase through education.

Integrated Intelligence

In argument for an additional intelligence not listed heretofore by Gardner, Anthony (2008) defines integrated intelligence as a conscious or deliberate use of the extended mind in such a way as to allow an individual to function most successfully in a given situation (p. 233). Anthony’s definition of the “extended mind” is, “the state of personal consciousness whereby individual awareness is infused with a transpersonal awareness that transcends the confines of the individual mind and the limits of the sensory organs” (p. 234). Anthony acknowledges early on in his 2008 article that his own integrated intelligence is informed by his mentors and, therefore, materially enhanced by education.

Self-Directed Learning

With the seemingly exponential growth of the internet, self-directed learning from middle school through doctoral studies, as well as professional development and personal enrichment has expanded rapidly in the last decade.

Self-directed learning is self-planned and intentional; the learner is responsible for the learning and in control of the learning (Roberson & Merriam, 2005). Artis and Harris recommend that sales managers encourage sales staff to develop self-directed learning projects
to adapt to the rapidly changing global economy markets (2007, p. 9). Artis and Harris go on to point to specific skills that sales personnel can improve in order to make the most of a chosen or given self-directed learning project (p. 13). Learners, accordingly, can increase their intelligence in specific domains through specific self-planned, and self-directed learning projects by first learning several specific self-learning skills.

Lowe and Holton describe three components of a self-directed computer-based instruction project for adults: “motivation to learn, metacognitive skills, and locus of control” (2005, p. 168). The adult learner with high motivation will, invariably, learn more and learn faster in computer-based instruction than the adult learner with low motivation (p. 168). Such a highly motivated adult learner could, therefore, improve her logical-mathematical or linguistic intelligence (Gardner, 1999) through self-directed education based on a computer. The implications for this are especially favorable for learners who have transportation, scheduling, or mobility constraints.

Conclusion

There are many theories or models of intelligence, some of which are outlined above. Importantly, there is much evidence to suggest that intelligence is improved by education in each of these models or theories. This is encouraging both to the individual learner as well as the institution of education. Although there is also evidence that there exists some biological component to intelligence, whatever the extent of this component, the biological component seems to be only a floor. “The development of intelligence is unlike physical development in that here there are no ceilings, simply the potential for endless growth” (White, 2008, p. 615).
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